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PDF | With the spread of digitalization of art paintings, research on diverse scientific approaches on painted images has
become active. In this paper.

As a result, defining computer art by its end product can be difficult. Computer usage has blurred the
distinctions between illustrators , photographers , photo editors , 3-D modelers , and handicraft artists. With
fabrication, the artist creates a design and pays a fabricator to produce it. Part of the Lecture Notes in
Computer Science book series LNCS, volume Abstract This paper presents an automatic system for the
recognition of artistic genre in digital representations of paintings. Handicraft may be computer-aided or use
computer-generated imagery as a template. That could be someone who was drawing to escape violence in
New Orleans. Common tools are graphite pencils , pen and ink , inked brushes , wax colour pencils , crayons ,
charcoals , pastels , and markers. Ceramics Main article: Ceramic art Ceramic art is art made from ceramic
materials including clay , which may take forms such as pottery , tile , figurines , sculpture , and tableware.
Gilchrist, A. Computer art is any in which computers played a role in production or display. The process is
done through mechanical shutters or electronically timed exposure of photons into chemical processing or
digitizing devices known as cameras. When we look at paintings, we tend to look at the overall color first. In a
pottery or ceramic factory, a group of people design, manufacture, and decorate the pottery. Average hue and
average saturation feature can be calculated based on the below Eqs. Main article: Photography Photography
is the process of making pictures by means of the action of light. Then, hue count feature is extracted as shown
in Eq. The majority of public art is sculpture. The term can be used to connote the implied architecture of
abstract things such as music or mathematics , the apparent architecture of natural things, such as geological
formations or the structure of biological cells , or explicitly planned architectures of human-made things such
as software , computers , enterprises , and databases , in addition to buildings. In digital photography, the term
image has begun to replace photograph. Painters express their emotions in paintings using the basic elements
of point, line, area and color. A work of visual art does not include â€” A i any poster, map, globe, chart,
technical drawing , diagram, model, applied art, motion picture or other audiovisual work, book, magazine,
newspaper, periodical, data base, electronic information service, electronic publication, or similar publication;
ii any merchandising item or advertising, promotional, descriptive, covering, or packaging material or
container; iii any portion or part of any item described in clause i or ii ;. Durable sculptural processes
originally used carving the removal of material and modelling the addition of material, as clay , in stone ,
metal , ceramics , wood and other materials; but since modernism , shifts in sculptural process led to an almost
complete freedom of materials and process. With increasing technology in the 20th century and the popularity
of conceptual art over technical mastery, more sculptors turned to art fabricators to produce their artworks.


